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The Game

2019

this book examines the many ways in which anger and indignation shape authorial intentions and determine the products of contemporary italian artists

L'ospite

2023

the mother daughter relationship is a popular theme in contemporary italian writing but has never before been analysed in a comprehensive book length
study in corporeal bonds patrizia sambuco analyses novels by authors such as elsa morante francesca sanvitale mariateresa di lascia and elena
ferrante each of which is narrated from the daughter s point of view and depicts the daughter s bond with the mother highlighting the recurrent images
throughout these works sambuco traces these back to alternative forms of communication between mother and daughter as well as to the female body
sambuco also explores the attempts of the daughter narrators to define a female self that is outside the constrictions of patriarchal society
through these investigations corporeal bonds identifies a strong connection between the ideas of post lacanian critical theorists italian feminist
thinkers and the stories within the novels

Slob

2000

the covid 19 lockdowns caused people worldwide to be confined to their homes for longer and on a greater scale than ever before this forced many
unprecedented changes to the way we treat domestic space as relationships shifted between the public and the private worlds and homes were rapidly
adapted to accommodate the additional roles of schools offices gyms restaurants making spaces and more above all our understanding of the home as
a site to support and enhance the well being of its inhabitants changed in a variety of novel ways interiors in the era of covid is a collection of essays
which explore the complex ways in which our inside spaces contemporary and historical have responded to covid 19 and other human crises with case
studies ranging from us and europe to japan china colombia and bangladesh this is a truly global work which examines wide ranging subjects from home
working and home technologies to the impact of lockdown on people s identities gender roles in the home and the realities of domestic living with covid in
refugee camps exploring the roles played by designers both amateur and professional in accommodating changing requirements and anticipating future
ones whether covid or beyond this book is a must read for students and researchers in interior design architecture architectural and design history and
anyone interested in the home and the relationships between health and design
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Diva

2009-03

one relentless summer six children explore the scorched wheatfields that surround their tiny community in the italian countryside while the adults
shelter indoors but when the gang chances on a tumbledown farmhouse nine year old michele amitrano makes a discovery so momentous he dare not tell
anyone about it i m not scared is a devastatingly authentic portrayal of childhood and michele must summon all of his imaginative resources to deal
with his terrible secret this is an enthralling and terrifying story about friendship and betrayal guilt and innocence which drives us inexorably to its
tragic climax

In tempo di guerra

2019

l ho saputo disse cogan ne hanno rubati sui cinquantatremila o sbaglio be disse l uomo forse un po meno sono stati due ragazzi capisco disse cogan
avete sentito niente tu e dillon di due ragazzi disse l uomo al volante se ne sentono tante disse cogan ho saputo che erano a viso coperto tra l altro
esatto disse l uomo per cui disse cogan forse non sono dei ragazzi avevano i capelli lunghi disse l uomo spuntavano dal passamontagna senti disse
cogan mia suocera � malata e domenica c � toccato andare a trovarla e ovviamente c � toccato pure andare in chiesa se no quella vecchia strega
chiss� che andava a pensare e il prete dio santo aveva i capelli lunghi magari portavano la parrucca va a sapere george v higgins cogan

Shot

2004

the bestselling author of i m not scared elegizes adolescence fiercely and sympathetically in a novel that s scary lovely and at last a heartbreaker
kirkus reviews lorenzo cuni is a fourteen year old loner his wealthy parents think he is away on a school skiing trip but in fact he has stowed away in a
forgotten cellar for a week he plans to live in perfect isolation keeping the adult world at bay then a visit from his estranged half sister olivia
changes everything evoking the fierce intensity and the pulse quickening creepiness of i m not scared ammaniti s bestselling first novel me and you is a
breathtaking tale of alienation acceptance and wanting to be loved by a fearsomely gifted writer the independent immensely engaging both tender and
emotionally arresting ammaniti s novel is unforgettable publishers weekly starred review italian author niccol� ammaniti does a lot in 160 pages
including surprise humor and frighten you sometimes simultaneously daily candy ammaniti s prose is nimble perceptive and economical there s a lot to
love about this book its reticent empathy its delicate and pragmatic treatment of addiction its remarkable use of restricted physical space full stop me
and you takes a short time to read but offers a memorable experience in a mutual recognition of loneliness and grief curled up with a good book me and
you at just over one hundred pages is a perfect book niccol� ammaniti disgusts me for how talented he is he has written a masterpiece antonio d orrico
corriere della sera
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All we are saying. L'ultima grande intervista

2020

the notion of everydayness is currently gaining momentum in scientific discourses in both philosophical and applied aesthetics this volume aims to shed
light on some of the key issues that are involved in discussions about the aesthetics and the philosophy of everyday life taking into account the field s
methodological background and intersections with cognate research areas and providing examples of its contemporary application to specific case
studies the collection brings together twenty essays organised around four main thematic areas in the field of everyday aesthetics 1 environment 2 the
body 3 art and cultural practices and 4 methodology the covered topics include but are not limited to somaesthetics aesthetic engagement the
performing arts aesthetics of fashion and adornments architecture environmental and urban aesthetics doi 10 13134 978 80 555 2778 9

Righteous Anger in Contemporary Italian Literary and Cinematic

2020

eduardo de filippo 1900 1984 e uno dei maggiori drammaturghi del novecento nel suo teatro la famiglia rappresenta il punto nevralgico della societa
attraverso quest unita archetipica le opere qui considerate si propongono come un lungo esame dei rapporti familiari e sono al contempo il barometro
dei mutamenti sociali e culturali delle diverse epoche in cui si svolge l azione in questo nuovo lavoro donatella fischer analizza ogni commedia come un
ulteriore passo verso l inarrestabile frantumazione dell universo familiare e soprattutto della famiglia patriarcale i cui precetti si rivelano sempre piu
anacronistici eduardo de filippo ritrae famiglie divise dal conflitto fra illusione e realta natale in casa cupiello aggrappate alla speranza napoli
milionaria e questi fantasmi sovversive dietro la cornice borghese filumena marturano in balia del proprio tempo mia famiglia e ridotte infine all
involucro di se stesse nell ultima opera dell autoregli esami non finiscono mai

Io e Henry

2002

cultural and social groups whose outlines are difficult to identify are often considered invisible occasionally material remains compensate for the
absence of historiographical records or literary sources concerning these groups sometimes communities or individuals mentioned in literary sources do
not appear to have left material signs of their presence on the other hand there are groups or individuals whose existence has to be assumed in every
historical period even though they are invisible in both historiography and archaeology before trying to understand the lifestyle and historical agency
of these invisible cultures it is necessary to highlight the reasons why the memory of certain marginalized individuals or socio cultural units
disappeared or was obliterated in material culture and in literary sources the postgraduate conference invisible cultures historical and
archaeological perspectives brought together young scholars from various backgrounds and research interests to discuss these issues this volume
presents the results of this debate through a series of selected papers from various interdisciplinary perspectives which analyse a variety of case
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studies leading to the identification of new theoretical and methodological perspectives aimed at returning voice and presence to the invisibles of
history

Gli squali

2018

this volume explores the relationship between literature and translation from three perspectives the creative dimensions of the translation process the
way texts circulate between languages and the way texts are received in translation by new audiences the distinctiveness of the volume lies in the fact
that it considers these fundamental aspects of literary translation together and in terms of their interconnections contributors examine a wide
variety of texts including world classics poetry genre fiction transnational literature and life writing from around the world both theoretical and
empirical issues are covered with some contributors approaching the topic as practitioners of literary translation and others writing from within the
academy

Spinoza

2000

the crime genre entered italy in the late nineteenth century and if initially italian authors followed models developed abroad principally in the united
states england and france a uniquely italian brand began to emerge soon il giallo as the crime genre has been known in italy since the 1930s proved to be
the ideal instrument to confront pressing and often uncomfortable issues which were pertinent to the italian context it became a useful tool to
restore symbolically at least the truth and justice that were and still are perceived by a large part of the italian reading public to be systematically
denied in reality in today s italy the crime genre and particularly its noir sub genre narrates so that readers might remember so that they might take heed
and action turning cognition into an act of resistance against oblivion and of rebellion against injustice uncertain justice explores three broad areas
that contemporary italian noir literature appears particularly keen to debate retrieving them from the silence to which they might otherwise be
consigned unresolved historical and political legacies the repercussions of which still inform and affect life and practices in the present times the
problematic institution of the family considered as the bedrock of italian culture and the founding principle of italian society with specific attendant
questions of gender politics and the justice system seen through some of its operators nominally in charge of putting the wrongs right and frequently
accused of preventing this from happening these explorations are conducted through an analysis of texts published in the last twenty years which
represent an effort to expose and counter injustice through the power of the word crime literature authors often revisit recent italian history in their
novels and genre fiction plays a prominent role in acts of resistance against cover ups or revisionist views of history the volume starts with an
analysis of this role through novels that look back at the years of the fascist regime and more recently at the period from the anni di piombo onwards
it then considers the contribution made to the giallo and noir genre by women writers looking at the effects that female practitioners in italy have had
on the ethics and aesthetics of a genre that in other cultures has traditionally been firmly conservative a further section examines novels set in a
familial context and looks at a range of family dynamics expressed in the relationships between mothers and sons mothers and daughters large extended
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families or small nuclear ones if some of the texts expose the devastating effects of the violence perpetrated in the name of love others more positively
offer hope demonstrating how more desirable options do exist and can be pursued finally the volume looks at justice as a system and at its
practitioners as in an interesting development peculiar to italy a significant number of judges lawyers and senior police officers have recently become
involved in crime fiction writing the concluding chapter investigates the contribution that these specialists who have extensive theoretical and
technical knowledge in a field which crime fiction routinely frequents can make to the genre it also analyses whether these authors who bring together
the moral function of unveiling the truth prerogative of the investigator and the social function of rectifying a wrong prerogative of the upholders of
the law may have a role in forming a more ethically and socially aware italian citizen

Corporeal Bonds

2012-06-11

in its totality the long second world war extending from the beginning of the spanish civil war to the end of hostilities in 1945 has exerted enormous
influence over european culture bringing together leading historians sociologists and literary and film scholars this broadly interdisciplinary volume
investigates europeans individual and collective memories and the ways in which they have shaped the continent s cultural heritage focusing on the
major combatant nations spain britain france italy germany poland and russia it offers thoroughly contextualized explorations of novels memoirs
films and a host of other cultural forms to illuminate european public memory

Little boy blue

2003

a multitude of women looks at the ways in which both italian literary tradition and external influences have assisted italian women writers in
rethinking the theoretical and aesthetic ties between author text and readership in the construction of the novel stefania lucamante discusses the
valuable contributions that italian women writers have made to the contemporary novel and illustrates the relevance of the novelistic examples set
by their predecessors she addresses various discursive communities reading works by di lascia ferrante vinci and others with reference to intertextuality
and the theories of elsa morante and simone de beauvoir this study identifies a positive deviation from literary and ideological orthodoxy a deviation
that helps give meaning to the italian novel and to transform the traditional notion of the canon in italian literature lucamante argues that this is
partly due to the merits of women writers and their ability to eschew obsolete patterns in narrative while favouring forms that are more attuned to
the ever changing needs of society she shows that contemporary novels by women authors mirror a shift from previous trends in which the need for
female emancipation interfered with the actual literary and aesthetic significance of the novel a multitude of women offers a new epistemology of the
novel and will appeal to those interested in women s writing readership italian studies and literary studies in general
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Train

2004

modern technology has enhanced many aspects of life including classroom education by offering virtual learning experiences educational systems can
become more efficient and effective at teaching the student population the handbook of research on collaborative teaching practice in virtual learning
environments highlights program developments in the realm of digital worlds in educational settings featuring pedagogical methods and topics relating
to cooperative learning hands on curriculum and meta cognitive dimensions this publication is a critical reference source for pre service and in service
teachers school administrators higher education faculty and researchers interested in virtual reality incorporation in the classroom

Interiors in the Era of Covid-19

2023-01-26

spazi riflessivi in passeggeri notturni � un testo innovativo e versatile per l insegnamento dell italiano tramite riflessioni ed elaborazioni su questioni
sociali emerse dalla lettura di passeggeri notturni racconti brevi di gianrico carofiglio il testo indicato per un livello intermedio avanzato propone una
vasta gamma di esercizi grammaticali contestualizzati e attivit� interdisciplinari che confrontano letterature e arti diverse e affrontano discussioni
socio culturali

I'm Not Scared

2003-02-03

the similarities between the chanson fran�aise and the canzone d autore have been often noted but never fully explored both genres are national forms
which involve the figure of the singer songwriter both experienced their golden age of production in the post world war ii period and both are enduringly
popular still accounting for a large proportion of record sales in their respective countries rachel haworth looks beyond these superficial similarities
and investigates the nature of the relationship between the two genres taking a multidisciplinary approach encompassing textual analysis of song
lyrics cultural history and popular music studies haworth considers the different ways in which french and italian song is thought about written
about and constructed through an in depth study of the discourse surrounding chanson and the canzone d autore the volume analyses the development
of the genres rules and rhetoric identifying the key themes of authority authenticity and influence the book finally considers the legacy of major artists
looking at modern perspectives on georges brassens jacques brel l�o ferr� fabrizio de andr� and giorgio gaber ultimately affording a deeper
understanding of the notions of quality and value in the context of chanson fran�aise and the canzone d autore
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Cogan

2012-10-02

who are intellectuals what do they think their role and function in contemporary society is are they on the endangered species list is equating
conservatism with conservation becoming their dominant survival strategy this book is a collection of essays that examines some of the changes in the
activities role function and self perception of italian intellectuals since world war ii two major divides are considered to be the crisis of 1956 7 and
the fall of the berlin wall the first section examines some of the most influential figures in the early decades the second the activities of contemporary
intellectuals a third gives voice to some contemporary writers a fourth contains some comparative essays about the role of intellectuals in
influential contemporary western cultures and a final section is devoted to some cross disciplinary forays and reflections on the relevance and
possible future directions of these inquiries

Daddy

2021

in crossover fiction sandra l beckett explores the global trend of crossover literature and explains how it is transforming literary canons concepts
of readership the status of authors the publishing industry and bookselling practices this study will have significant relevance across disciplines as
scholars in literary studies media and cultural studies visual arts education psychology and sociology examine the increasingly blurred borderlines
between adults and young people in contemporary society notably with regard to their consumption of popular culture

Me and You

2012-02-01

a book of the year for the guardian deeply pleasurable a book of the year for the spectator what a joy magnificent guardian a towering achivement
financial times inventive bold unexpected sunday times everything that makes the novel worthwhile and engaging is here warmth wit intelligence love
death high seriousness low comedy philosophy subtle personal relationships and the complex interior life of human beings guardian not since william
boyd s any human heart has a novel captured the feast and famine nature of a single life with such invention and tenderness financial times there is a
pleasing sense of having grappled with the real stuff of life loss grief love desire pain uncertainty confusion joy despair all while having fun the sunday
times instantly immersive playfully inventive effortlessly wise observer masterly a cabinet of curiosities and delights packed with small wonders ian
mcewan a real masterpiece a funny touching profound book that made me cry like a little girl on the last page le�la slimani a remarkable accomplishment
a true gift to the world michael cunningham ardent gripping and inventive to the core jhumpa lahiri marco carrera is the hummingbird a man with the
almost supernatural ability to stay still as the world around him continues to change as he navigates the challenges of life confronting the death of
his sister and the absence of his brother taking care of his parents as they approach the end of their lives raising his granddaughter when her mother
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marco s own child can no longer be there for her coming to terms with his love for the enigmatic luisa marco carrera comes to represent the quiet
heroism that pervades so much of our everyday existence a thrilling novel about the need to look to the future with hope and live with intensity to the
very end the no 1 international bestseller over 300 000 copies sold soon to be a major motion picture winner of the premio strega winner of the prix du
livre etranger book of the year for the corriere della sera

Noah

2014

italian crime fiction is the first study in the english language to focus specifically on italian detective and noir fiction from the 1930s to the present
the eight chapters include studies on some of the founding fathers of the italian tradition and mainstream writers the volume has a particular focus on
the new generation of crime writers

Everydayness. Contemporary Aesthetic Approaches

2021-11-17

this 1 italian bestseller offering a father s observations of the everyday moments that might otherwise go unnoticed has struck a chord with readers
around the globe matteo bussola is a designer and cartoonist who lives in verona italy with his wife paola their three young daughters virginia ginevra
and melania ages eight four and two and their two dogs for two years he s been writing posts on facebook capturing the beauty of ordinary moments
with his family sleepless nights and kisses for breakfast is the memoir that grew out of these writings divided into winter spring summer and fall the book
follows the different seasons of parenthood and life at times moving and at others humorous these writings remind people to savor the present and
appreciate the simple things in life as matteo says virginia ginevra and melania are the lens through which i observe the world my daughters remind me
that being a father means living in that gray area between responsibility and carelessness strength and softness sleepless nights and kisses for
breakfast is an eloquent memoir by a gifted storyteller sleepless nights and kisses for breakfast is a winner of the 2017 family choice awards

Il Teatro di Eduardo de Filippo

2017-12-02

the new award winning international bestseller by the author of the mountain can be compared with no fear of hyperbole to stephen king and jo nesb�
massimo vincenz la repubblica d andrea piles on the action and the atmosphere with the panache of a seasoned writer marcel berlins the times marlene
wegener is on the run she has stolen something from her husband something priceless irreplaceable but she doesn t get very far when her car veers off a
bleak midwinter road she takes refuge in the remote home of simon keller a tough mountain man who lives alone with his demons here in her high mountain
sanctuary she begins to rekindle a sense of herself tough capable no longer the trophy on a gangster s arm but herr wegener does not know how to
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forgive and in his rage he makes a pact with the devil the trusted man he cannot be called off he cannot be reasoned with and one way or another he will
get the job done unless of course he s beaten to it translated from the italian by howard curtis and katherine gregor

Invisible Cultures

2015-10-05

despite an outpouring in recent years of history and cultural criticism related to the holocaust italian women s literary representations and
testimonies have not received their proper due this project fills this gap by analyzing italian women s writing from a variety of genres all set against a
complex historical backdrop

Perspectives on Literature and Translation

2013-10-15

Uncertain Justice

2020-05-22

Pastoralia

2001

The Long Aftermath

2015-12-01
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Pin-up art

2002

A Multitude of Women

2008-09-15

Handbook of Research on Collaborative Teaching Practice in Virtual Learning Environments

2017-05-17

Spazi Riflessivi in Passeggeri Notturni

2019-10-31

From the chanson fran�aise to the canzone d'autore in the 1960s and 1970s

2016-03-03

Creative Interventions

2020-06-12

Crossover Fiction

2010-11-24
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The Hummingbird

2021-06-24

Italian Crime Fiction

2011-10-15

Sleepless Nights and Kisses for Breakfast

2017-05-09

Sanctuary

2019-07-11

Forging Shoah Memories

2014-06-25

Winkie

2006
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